ArcGIS Hub

Agenda

• Overview
• Some example sites
• Hands-on
  – Turning it on
  – Building an Open Data Site
• Hub
  – Events & Initiatives
• Questions
Open Data

noun
data that can be freely used, re-used and redistributed by anyone.
(Open Definition)

Share Open Data in Minutes

As part of your ArcGIS Online subscription, you can share your authoritative open data. Use your existing ArcGIS Online groups to identify data to share, then quickly set up public-facing websites for people to easily find and download your data in a variety of open formats. Your open datasets are connected to the source and are automatically updated.

Enable Open Data

Search Open Data

Find  Bus Routes, Park Services, Schools  Near  City, Country
ArcGIS Hub
Overview - Open Data Sites & Pages

Hey look you made it, you
Welcome to the Open SDG Data Hub

To fully implement and monitor progress on the Sustainable Development Goals, decision makers everywhere need data and statistics that are accurate, timely, sufficiently disaggregated, relevant, accessible and easy to use. This open data website promotes the exploration, analysis, and use of authoritative SDG data sources for evidence-based decision-making and advocacy. Its goal is to enable data providers, managers and users to discover, understand, and communicate patterns and interrelationships in the wealth of SDG
Let’s build an Open Data Site!
Open Data!

... now what?
SOCIAL CONFLICTS
BIODIVERSITY
HOMELESSNESS
DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFTS

DISASTERS
CLIMATE CHANGE
DROUGHT
FLOODING

JOB LOSS
ECONOMIC PRESSURES
TRANSPORTATION
EPIDEMICS
We started to see people do MORE with Sites & Pages

From data sites → Goal or Initiative based sites
Aspirations get translated into actionable, real-world Initiatives

- Safe
- Well-Run
- Livable
- Healthy
- Prosperous
- Sustainable

Aspirations

Initiatives

- Implement Performance Management
- Create More Jobs
- Reduce Homelessness
- Create More Affordable Housing
- Increase Recreation Opportunities
- Improve Water Conservation
- Make Parking Easier
- Improve Earthquake Preparedness
- Improve Emergency Response Times
- Use Less Energy
- Encourage Startups
- Reduce Traffic Congestion
Initiatives: Stronger Collaboration and Data Sharing

Organizations can author initiatives for other governments to join.

Initiatives support data collection and sharing.

- Regional Agencies
- County Governments
- City Governments
- Local Governments
Initiative Gallery

Shared Goals & Commons Solution Patterns

Growing Network
Use Initiatives to engage a community

Leverage the initiative to drive your community to sign-up and HELP ACHIEVE initiative with your community

Social sign-up for initiatives
Survey taking with identity
Two-way engagement
Community content
Initiative events

(GIS capabilities for every day people)
Initiative Templates

Customizable, branded and modern websites for organizing and discovering information & tools.

- Charts & Maps
- StoryMaps
- Authoritative Data
- Surveys and Polls
- Dashboards
- Teams

Participating Agencies

Narrative

Performance

Apps

Data Catalog

Maps

Ways to Engage

Templates

Customizable, branded and modern websites for organizing and discovering information & tools.
that all sounds nice, but 🤔

let’s take a look ->
Questions?
Thank You to Our
Sponsors